
Founder and President of idgroup , Mona Amodeo, Ph.D. leads a team 

of professionals who work in complex settings to help clients define, 

live and communicate authentic brand stories. idgroup works across 

many industries, but primarily in areas of healthcare, higher education, 

economic development/tourism and sustainability-focused sectors.

Mona began her career in the communications field as an international 

documentarian and broadcast journalism instructor at the University 

of West Florida (UWF). She left her position at UWF in 1989 to launch 

a creative agency, but ultimately found a deeper interest in creating 

connections between what organizations do and what they say. This 

shift in focus transformed idgroup’s mission toward a new discipline: 

Whole Systems Branding—a term coined by idgroup to define brand 

reputations built by aligning an organization’s identity, culture and image.

Mona holds a Ph.D. in Organization Development and Change and  

a MA in Communication Arts. Her research has been published in the 

World Watch Institute State of the World Report, The Climate Neutral 

Campus Report, Appreciative Inquiry Journal and Practicing Organization 

Development and Sustainable Work Systems. She has been a speaker at 

Sustainable Brands Annual Conference, U. S. Green Building Conference 

National Meeting, Academy of Management and various public relations 

and advertising organizations. Her research on sustainability pioneer 

Interface, Inc. (IFSIA) and its founder, Ray Anderson, was featured  

in the award-winning documentary film So Right, So Smart. 

She and the idgroup team have been honored with numerous awards 

and recognitions, including the prestigious 2011 Public Relations Society 

of America Silver Anvil, Forth District American Advertising Federation 

Charlie Award and numerous other national and regional recognitions 

for outstanding creative and communication campaigns. 

Mona is a member of Benedictine University Center for Values-Driven 

Leadership Advisory Board, Impact 100 and founding member of Think 

Beyond, a positive change initiative focused on building a sustainable 

Pensacola. She formerly served on the boards of Santa Rosa County 

and Pensacola Bay Area Economic Development groups. Through the 

idgroup Brand on Us program she contributes her talents to building 

brands for small, local not-for-profits that are making a difference  

in the Pensacola Bay Area.

Mona lives in Gulf Breeze, Florida with her husband Ken Ellzey, Sr.  

and her four-legged best friends, Chew and Beau.
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